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BATTLING BACK FROM INJURY, ATTA BOY DAN TARGETS $700,000 MILESTONE 
 
He’s battling back from an injury that forces many horses to retire, but if Atta Boy Dan wins Saturday at The 
Meadows, he’ll achieve a significant milestone — $700,000 in career earnings. 
 
He’ll go from post 5 in race 8, a $13,000 Conditioned Pace, with Mike Wilder aboard. Since Atta Boy Dan 
enters the contest with a lifetime bankroll of $693,802, only a win will get him to $700,000.  
 
A 9-year-old Western Terror-Dropitlikeitshot gelding, Atta Boy Dan sold for a more-than-respectable 
$70,000 as a yearling but had limited stakes success, winning a PA Stallion Series split and earning checks in 
other events. After Burke Racing Stable and Weaver Bruscemi LLC acquired him privately in 2013, he began 
putting together his sparkling resume.  “We got him as part of a package deal,” recalls trainer Ron Burke. 
“He turned out to be worth more than the rest of the package combined.” 
 
In 2015-16, he won 26 races and more than $450,000. He took his mark of 1:48.4 at Pocono in 2015. That 
same year, he won at The Meadows in 1:49.1, fastest ever by an older gelding. (He shares that mark with 
Escape The News and Reggiano.) 
 
But sometime after his Jan. 23, 2017 victory at The Meadows, disaster struck in the form of a broken coffin 
joint. He managed only four more starts last year and five so far this year. 
 
“With that coffin joint bad, it’s had for him to push off,” Burke says. ”He’s had numerous flare-ups, so we’ve 
had to shut him down a number of times. I would never race him lame. I’d like to be able to give him eight 
or nine starts in a row and get a better feel for him. Right now he’s a little overweight, so we’re letting him 
race himself into shape.” 
 
Although he’s without a win since that Jan. 23 victory last year, Atta Boy Dan has shown some promising 
signs, including two seconds and a third in his most recent outings, beaten no more than 3/4 lengths. Burke 
indicates he has no plans to instruct Wilder to take it easy on the gallant gelding.  “He’s raced a couple 
weeks in a row now, and he’s starting to get it back,” Burke says. “I think he can still rough it.” 
 
Saturday’s card offers a number of attractive wagering opportunities, including a pair of total-pool 
guarantees — $10,000 for the Pick 5 (races 9-13), $7,500 for the Pick 4 (races 4-7 — as well as a $1,864 
jackpot in the Super Hi-5 (race 13). 
 

  



 
 
RACE 1 – NW11000 TROT 
 
1 – FIREBALL’S PRAYERS – Inside post draw isn’t the best for this one, as she got away 5th from the rail 
two starts ago.  She’s also up in class, so she’s facing a couple of obstacles today.  However, she is in 
good form overall, having put together three straight good miles.   
 
2 – RIPPED UP – Trotted a quick mile last week but faced some tough horses.  This week, she moves up 
in class again, and could find this group to be very tough.  She’ll need the right trip.   
 
3 – DIRTY SECRET – Last raced in the top level, and has had success in that group in the past, but has 
now made breaks in two straight races and had to requalify.  She could win in here, but she could just as 
easily make another early break and eliminate herself.  Risky proposition. 
 
4 – EZ PASSER – Made a huge move in the third quarter and just poured on the speed late.  It was by far 
her best effort of the season, and she’s back in the same class today. She’s the one to beat, clearly.   
 
5 – STIRLING DIVA – Very sharp right now, having won 2 in a row.  She moved up in class last week, and 
steps up two more classes today.  She hasn’t faced a level this high in quite some time, so it’s hard to tell 
how she will do.  However, several horses in here have been trotting faster miles, so she’ll be put to the 
test.   
 
6 – ROSE RUN REANNA – She has one big move, and if it’s reserved for the final quarter, she will be 
passing horses late.  She’s likely going to be sitting last throughout much of the mile this week, but she’s 
in good form right now, so keep an eye out for her late.   
 
7 – BELLA’S PUNKETT – Parked well past the quarter last week, and the early battle took its toll on her 
late.  Still, she’s likely going to try a similar route this week, and hope to not get stung early.  She has the 
speed to win, as witnessed by her consistent 1:54 miles prior to last week’s race.  She’ll probably get the 
first call out of the gate.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   4-7-3 
 

  



 
RACE 2 – NW7700 PACE 
 
1 – BARNABAS – Has been on the board in 9 of 20 starts, and has plenty of gate speed.  Has paced 
some consistent 1:52-1:53 miles, so he has speed, a good post, and the ability to hit the ticket.  
Definitely a factor in here. 
 
2 – TODDLER TANTRUM – Very, very sharp right now, by far the best he’s been all year.  He made a lot 
of money at age 2, and these last couple of weeks has shown signs of being that horse again.  Only lost 
by a neck in this same class last week.   
 
3 – JD’S MACCA LODGE – Won in a lower level two starts ago, but didn’t fare as well from an outside 
post in this class last week.  The inside post should help a bit today, but it may not be enough to get him 
in the winner’s circle.   
 
4 – RUFFLE UP – His win streak came to an end last week, but today he adds Lasix.  I have to give him 
another shot, and he’ll likely be the favorite again.  Palone chose this one over #1. 
 
5 – LORD OF WINTERFELL – Has gate speed to get into a good spot early, and finished a decent 4th last 
week in his return to this class.  There is plenty of speed to his left in the form of #4, but he could still 
work out a good trip here.   Wilder chose this one over #2. 
 
6 – NITRO SEELSTER – He was very sharp at the beginning of summer, but tailed off a bit, then was sent 
west to Illinois.  He missed a month between his last two starts, but still managed a good third place 
finish.  The month off may have done him some good.   
 
7 – ARTFUL BLISS – Finished 9th after starting from post 9 last week, and moves up in class today.  He 
has the look of a longshot in here.   
 
8 – HUDSONANDBERNARD – A fast closer, this one has been racing from the back of the pack lately.  
He does have some gate speed and hasn’t used it in a while, so there’s a chance he could try to 
challenge early, but most likely will sit last and try to get to the outside on his way to the half-mile pole.   

 
 
SELECTIONS:   4-6-2-1 
 

  



 
RACE 3 – 20,00 CD CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – SPIDER THE BITER – Returns from Ohio after making a break in his most recent start.  Has shown 
some speed, but his 1:54.3 win was in a much lower level.  Needs to try to hold his position as best as he 
can at the start.   
 
2 – LADY JUSTICE – In very good form, but moves up in class this week.  With an inside post, she may 
not get the early lead, so she could be forced into making an early move without cover.   
 
3 – MASSIVE RISK – She was bet to 9-5 last week, but was parked from post 8 and never saw the inside.  
Ignore that line and give her another try today.  She won her only other recent start in this class.   
 
4 – MS MULLEN – Hasn’t finished better than 5th in the last five starts, and comes off a break last week.  
Will likely be a high price today.   
 
5 – KRISTY’SGINGERGAL – Drops back to conditioned claimers today after making a break in the NW5 
class last week.  Shows one start in this class, a strong second place finish from an outside post two starts 
ago.  She’ll be a top choice here.   
 
6 – INVESTED IN LINDY – Didn’t use his gate speed last week, but still put in a good mile.  From this 
post today, he’s likely to get out of the gate quickly and can be a factor if the fractions work in his favor.   
 
7 – MON RIVER ROSE – Joins a new barn today, so the 0-for-23 record has to be discounted a bit.  Post 
isn’t the best, but she can definitely be a factor here off the barn change.   
 
8 – MARACANA’ – Broke before the start last week, so ignore that mile.  Two starts ago, got away 10th 
and rallied late for 5th with a good final quarter.  Post hurts a bit today, but he does get a class drop into 
a claimer for the first time.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   5-3-2-7 
 

  



 
 
RACE 4 – NW8 PACE 
 
1 –  SOUTHWIND MONTY – Consistent top-3 finisher, so logically this one can be a factor again today.  
My only concern is the rail post.  Got away third from an inside post at Pocono back on July 28, so he 
may not be able to get away too close to the front here.  However, he does have closing speed so 
hopefully he can work out a trip.   
 
2 – BELLOWS BINGE – I didn’t put this one among my top picks, but he can certainly still be on the 
ticket.  Had a bad post last week and paced home in 28 flat, but couldn’t reach.  He has a much better 
starting spot today.   
 
3 – NEW EVIDENCE – Won off a perfect trip in this class a week ago, and can definitely repeat with a 
similar trip today.  He’s now won 5 of 12 this year so you can’t ever count him out.   
 
4 – INDIGO ART – Back to back easy wins in the conditioned claimer, but this is a significant step up in 
class.  He shows one start in this level, a 6th place finish back in June.  It is worth noting that Tony Hall 
chose to drive this one over #1. 
 
5 – WESTERN TYRANT – Went off at 26-1 last week and rallied late for a second place finish with a fast 
final quarter.  It was his best effort in a month, so it could be a sign that he’s rounded into good form 
and can be a contender today.   
 
6 – SUMMER TRAVEL – He made the Adios final back in July, and returned last week under new 
ownership.  He was bet to even money, made a tough outside move and tired a bit coming home.  Look 
for him to be better today in his second start for the new connections.   
 
7 – SUNSET BRAYDON – I liked his chances to win last week but things just didn’t work out.  Still, all of 
his other races this year have been good, so it’s hard to overlook him completely today.  I can only pick 
four numbers, but in this race, nearly everyone has a chance to win, so you can’t really count anyone out.   
 
8 – MCLUCKY – Ships in from Northfield where he had a bad trip last week.  Changes classes, and he 
might fit well into this group.  However, the post position is the big concern today.  If he wants to go for 
the front, he could get burned up early.  If he sits at the back, he’s going to have 7 very good horses in 
front of him to pass.   

 
 
 
SELECTIONS:   6-3-1-5  



 
RACE 5 – 7000-8000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – THISWAYORTHEHIGHWY – Big post position improvement today after a decent fourth place finish 
last time.  Won in this class three starts ago before racing to a pretty good 5th place finish in a higher 
level.  With the rail today, he can definitely be a factor.   
 
2 – ALL MUSIC – Hasn’t been better than 7th in the last three starts, but has had some tough trips.  Last 
week he was parked for the mile, and actually did well considering he was less than 10 lengths back at 
the wire.   
 
3 – SHOOBY SAID – Merriman had a choice among four horses in this race and went with this one, for 
good reason.  He’s the likely favorite, posting a 2-for-2 record since joining the Rhoades Stable.   
 
4 – MYSTERY ISLAND – As his name suggests, he’s a bit of a mystery this week, coming off a scratch last 
time.  Hasn’t raced since August 20, and had a bad post that day.  The last time he had a middle post, 
he was a 4-length winner.   
 
5 – OFFICIALLY YOURS – Comes off a win last time, where he made an outside move into the third 
quarter. It was his first win in a while, so he’s coming into today’s race in good form.  However, he will 
need a quicker final quarter this week.   
 
6 – RUSTY’S FLYING – The lone mare in the field, she would appear to be in a tough spot, but realize 
that she has raced once in this class, and was a winner at an 8-1 price.  You may not get quite that same 
price today, but she’s not likely to be the favorite, either.   
 
7 – MUSCLEHEAD ANDY – He’s a 6-time winner this year, but he hasn’t finished higher than 6th in a 
while.  He’ll be a longshot.   
 
8 – MODERN XHIBIT – Second straight bad post for this one, who did well to get a 6th place finish last 
week.  He did get a strong second place finish the start before, but will likely be a longshot again due to 
the post.   
 
9 – LOUIE THE SHARK – Makes his second start back after some time off and changes classes this week, 
taking a drop to the bottom level.  However, those positive handicapping factors are offset by the 
outside post. 
 
10 – REAL IMAGE – Returns from a start on the Ohio fair circuit at Marietta and a trip to Northfield.  
Finished 5th in his last Meadows start.  Has a second tier starting spot today and will be a longshot. 
 
 

 
SELECTIONS:    3-5-4-1 
 

  



 
RACE 6 – 7000-8000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – COLOSSAL – Palone sticks with this one today, who has been a beaten favorite three straight weeks.  
Despite the losses, he has been competitive, and his gate speed always makes him a factor.  Let’s hope 
he can get out of the gate just as quickly from the rail post.   
 
2 – MAPLE LEAF MATT – Comes off a 4th place finish, his best in over a month.  Still, hasn’t finished 
higher than 3rd all year, so he’s not a likely choice to win.  Does pick up a new driver today.   
 
3 – DRUNK ON YOU – Finished second last week, a nice rebound after an effort where he finished 8th as 
the favorite.  He was used twice during the mile last week, going to the front early then making an 
outside move in the third quarter.  Needs a slightly easier route this week.   
 
4 – HICKORY LITTLE RED – He was claimed for $10,000 but the new connections opted to drop his price 
tag $2000 last week.  After a third place finish from an outside post, he goes in for a $7000 tag today.  
He has been consistent, pacing in the 1:54 range, and last week he paced his fastest final quarter in a 
while.  Definitely a factor to win.   
 
5 – CABO REAL – Should be a longshot in here after an 8th place finish last start.  His best recent finish 
was fifth, so he’s a longshot to crack the top three today.   
 
6 – P L DRAGON – Parked for the mile last time and still managed to pace home in 29.2, pick up two 
positions, and make up two lengths.  He’s had two good efforts in a row now, but he’s always at the 
mercy of the fractions as he lacks early speed.   
 
7 – DANCE LIFE WELL – Passed a few horses in the final quarter last time, but will still be a longer shot in 
here.  Has only been on the board once in 16 starts.   
 
8 – TWIN B WRANGLER – Made his third start back after a layoff, and picked up a win from an inside 
post.  He moves outside today, but has gate speed to overcome the post.   
 
9 – T’S ELECTRIC – Was bet to 2-1 in his local debut last week, finished fourth, but drops two classes this 
week.  He will likely be the first one off the gate, heading for the lead.  He’ll also likely be one of the top 
choices on the tote board.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  1-8-9-4 
 

  



 
 
RACE 7 – NW 3 PACE 
 
1 – GUNNAR BOY – Newcomer joins the Burke barn from Rideau Carleton in Canada.  Has three wins 
this year, but hasn’t shown a mile quicker than 1:57.2 on a 5/8 mile track.  Expect him to be faster here, 
but the question is just how much faster.   
 
2 – SPECTACULAR ROCK – Won in a conditioned claimer at Scioto Downs two starts ago, then moved 
up in class and was overmatched from an outside post.  A recent purchase, he moves to the Presto barn 
today and is a big question mark due to the class change and the stale date.  He hasn’t raced since 
August 22.   
 
3 – BET ON WILL – Made a break as a longshot last week, and has now made breaks in two of his last 
three starts.  He’ll likely be a longshot in here.   
 
4 – LIMA RAIDER – Was double-entered, winning in NW1 on September 4 just hours after being entered 
in the same class for September 8.  The plus side of that was that he was able to get two wins in the 
NW1 level.  The downside is that he now has to jump straight from NW1 to NW3.  He’s sharp, and is 2-
for-2 since joining the barn, so he may be able to handle the move.   
 
5 – MARVALOUS ARTIST – Won by over 5 lengths in this class last week, so he’s very sharp right now 
and deserves to be the top pick today.  Has gate speed, so look for him to be headed to the front right 
from the start.   
 
6 – BACKYARD SWAGGER – Has raced well his last couple of starts.  Was hard-used twice last week, 
making a move down the backstretch after getting out of the gate in a hurry.  He still had enough left to 
pace home in 28.4.  However, he is up in class this week.   
 
7 – TSM ROGER HUSTONT – Moved up to this class last week and finished third, using some gate 
speed.  However, there is a lot of other gate speed in the field tonight so he may have a tough time 
working out a similar trip today.   
 
8 – LUCK N ROLL K – 1-for-1 since adding Lasix, a 5+-length romp with a 28 second final quarter.  He’s 
up in class today and moves to an outside post, the worst post he’s had in a while, so the signals are 
mixed on this one.   
 
9 – WESTERN BEACHBOY – Raced well last time, finishing second.  Shows two starts in this class in 
recent weeks, and finished second in both efforts.  However, he moves to an outside post today.  The 
last time he drew outside, he didn’t leave the gate, so he may take a conservative route again.   
 
10 – SCRUB HANOVER – Post 10 will be a tough spot for this one.  He seems to do well when he gets 
away mid-pack, but he could find himself much farther back today, and will need others to set fast 
fractions up front.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  5-1-4-8 
 

  



 
RACE 8 – NW 11,000 PACE 
 
1 – MODERN REFLECTION – Finished 8th in his local debut after a start in a big stake in Quebec.  He 
had missed a couple of weeks prior to last week, so we should get a better idea this week of what he can 
do.  He’s also down in class.   
 
2 – IMIDEAL HANOVER – Moves up in class today after a narrow win. His best finish in this level was 
third back on August 11, so he has found this group to be a bit tougher for him.  However, he has now 
won 7 times this year, so he has the ability to get the job done.   
 
3 – ROYALTYHASARRIVED – Drops from the top level this week, and was competitive in that group.  He 
raced in this level on August 24, and made a tough first-over move, getting up for the win.  He could be 
the one to beat today.   
 
4 – THE DARK SHADOW – Won in a lower level two weeks ago, then jumped to a much higher level last 
week at Scioto.  Ignore that start due to the class and a break.  He finished 5th in this class three starts 
ago, only losing by a length and a half, and that was his first start in over three months, so it looks like he 
should fit well in this group.   
 
5 – ATTA BOY DAN – The classy veteran (see story on page 1) is still looking for his first win of the year, 
but he’s a tough competitor and can never be counted out.  Raced in a similar class last week at Scioto 
and only lost by a half length.   
 
6 – IDEAL ACE – Won his last start in this class, then moved up to the top level.  Last week he faced a 
tough group at Hoosier Park, but paced a fast mile with a fast quarter on a sloppy track.  He gets a drop 
in class today, but gets the worst post.  I wouldn’t be surprised if he went for the early lead today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-5-1 
 

  



 
RACE 9 – 10,000 PACE 
 
1 – INDIAN SPIRIT – Moves back up in class, but wasn’t able to get a win in the 7000 level.  He was sent 
off as the favorite last week, cut a quick ¾ but tired late.  He’ll need a faster final quarter today.   
 
2 – GRANDPA DON – Hasn’t won in a while, but has been getting closer to a win.  Made a good move 
in the third quarter last week from an outside post.  Moves inside today but isn’t the fastest off the gate. 
He can win, but will need to work out the right trip. 
 
3 – POW CHICKA POW POW – Hard to handicap this one, with mostly county fair lines.  Was scratched 
from a Northfield race last week, which makes him even harder to figure out.   
 
4 – MATCHPLAY HANOVER – Returned from a layoff last week with a 5th place finish.  Should improve a 
bit this week, so look for a better final quarter mile.   
 
5 – EPIC UNION – He’s fast, but he’s coming off a break.  Ignore that mile and give him another look 
today.  Closed in 29 flat the previous start, coming from 9th to get 4th, a pretty solid effort.  There should 
be some early speed in here setting up fast fractions, so that could work to his benefit.   
 
6 – MAINLAND KEY N – The main speed horse in the race off the gate, he’ll likely go right to the front.  
His third place finish last week from post 9 was a strong effort.  The better post draw today definitely 
helps.  He’s the one to catch.   
 
7 – LUCKY MILLIONAIRE – Had an equipment issue last week, which could explain the slower final 
quarter.  Two starts ago, he was parked, so things haven’t really gone his way lately.  He’ll be a longshot 
in here today.   
 

 
SELECTIONS:   6-5-2 
 

  



 
 
RACE 10 – NW 5 TROT  
 
1 – TECH TITAN – Comes off a scratch, so he hasn’t raced in three weeks.  He also draws the rail again, 
which is not a good spot for him at all.  When he has an outside post, he can get to the early lead.  From 
the inside, he has yet to get away better than fifth.   
 
2 – ALMIROLA HANOVER – Made a big move last week and got a very good win, but that was in a lower 
level.  Moves back up in class today.  Shows a 4th place finish in this class back in early August, and that 
was before he added Lasix, so he’s not out of the question here.   
 
3 – JUST JOE – Won his first start of the season, then moved up to this class.  While he’s been unable to 
get a win at this level, he has been competitive, consistently finishing in the top-5.  He has early speed 
and can use it today to get out of the gate ahead of the inside two horses. 
 
4 – STRITCH – Here’s a longer shot with a chance to get onto the ticket.  Has closing speed, but will 
need others to set fast fractions up front.   
 
5 – TEQUILA TALKIN – A recent purchase, this one put in a huge effort in the NW4 level in his Perfido 
Stable debut.  Off that line, the step up in class this week shouldn’t be much of a problem.  He’ll be one 
of the top choices in here off a very fast win and three straight sharp efforts.   
 
6 – JUST FOR YOU – Made her return last week after a couple of months off.  Finished a decent 4th 
despite going off at 60-1.  The 1:58.4 effort on a sloppy track may have surprised the bettors, but realize 
that she has a mark of 1:56.1 earlier this season.  She faces a tough group here, but should be a little 
stronger this week in that final quarter mile.    
 
7 – MR CONTESTANT – Stablemate of #6, this one put in a very good closing effort last week in the 
Liberty Bell stake at Harrah’s Philly.  Was sent off at 40-1 and trotted home in 28.4.  Has had one recent 
start in this class, a very good second place finish on August 11.  He’s a definite factor in here.   
 
8 – TSM TITUS T – Won in NW4 two starts ago, but was a bit overmatched in this group last time out.  
Then again, it was a sloppy track with poor weather conditions, so perhaps that could be a reason he 
wasn’t able to get close to the leaders last time.  
 
9 – EAST TO CINCY – Newcomer to the Stillings barn draws a poor post today, which won’t help things.  
Shows two recent wins, but both were in conditioned claimers.  Hasn’t fared quite as well in tougher 
classes the last three weeks, but put in a good mile from a trailing post last week at Northfield.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   5-7-4-3 
  
 

  



 
 
RACE 11 – NW 3500 PACE 
 
1 – GOOD SIDE – Made a costly break before the start last week, spotting the field some ground.  
Managed to make up nearly all of it, only losing by a neck, so it was by far his best effort in quite some 
time.  Picks up Pantaleano today, which certainly doesn’t hurt.  
 
2 – SIN CITY BOOGIE – Drops in class again this week, only three starts removed from a sub-1:52 mile.  
If he has any gate speed, today would be the day to use it.  I would look for a more aggressive drive this 
week.  
 
3 – DEW N DOUGHNUTS – Finished sixth last week, but was only 2 ½ lengths back at the wire.  He left 
last week but got shuffled, so he also may get a more aggressive drive this week to try to avoid a similar 
situation.   
 
4 – LIBERAL – Dropped to this level last week, but the track and weather conditions were less than ideal, 
so give him a pass.  He can be a factor here with the right trip, but has two main competitors to his left 
at the gate.   
 
5 – ALLIE’S CRUISER – Like #1, broke at the gate last time and spotted the field a lot of ground.  He was 
able to get back within 5 lengths at the wire, but had to settle for 7th.  That was his first start back in this 
class after two starts in higher levels.  He’ll need the right trip, but he’s not out of the question today.   
 
6 – CYRUS SEELSTER – Ignore last week’s effort, as he was up in class and drew the second tier.  He’s 
usually competitive in this group, and will likely be racing from the back, trying to move with cover in the 
third quarter.   
 
7 – SMOKE UP JOHNNY – Finished third in his local debut after shipping in from Northfield.  The third 
place finish was his best in a while, so it appears as though he fits well in this class and in the Kennedy 
barn.   
 
8 – R J P – He continues to be a horse that is difficult to handicap.  A former stake pacer, he just hasn’t 
been able to come back to the form that allowed him to make over $140,000 last year.  He switched to a 
free-legged style a few starts ago, but hasn’t been better than 5th since the change.  One of these days, 
he is going to pop up with a fast win at a high price.  He’s always worth a couple of bucks on a win 
ticket, just in case.   
 
9 – BETTOR’S DREAM – He’s had two other starts in this class, and has yet to draw a good post.  He 
hasn’t been able to get out of the gate in the other two efforts, so he’ll likely just sit at the back again 
this week and hope for a better draw next time around.   
 
 
 
SELECTIONS:   2-1-3-7 

  



 
RACE 12 – 12,500 – 15,000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – MANOLITO MONTOYA – Moved up to this class last week and was bet to 6-5, but never got a 
chance to race as he made a break before the start.  Draws the inside again this week, so hopefully he’ll 
be a little cautious at the start and avoid another miscue.  Clearly he has the speed to win.  
 
2 – NATHAN FEELSGOOD – Dropped to this class last week but had a poor post.  He should be a little 
better today from an inside post.   
 
3 – CATHERINE’SDIAMOND – This one was very sharp earlier in the year, reeling off several wins in a 
row.  Last week he looked more like that horse from earlier in the season, winning by 4 lengths on the 
front end.  He’s up in class today, a sign that the connections think he should fit in this group.   
 
4 – INCREDIBLE DRAGON – Tried the front last time and tired late on a sloppy track.  I wouldn’t read 
too much into that race due to the weather, so give him another look today.   
 
5 – INNOCENT VICTIM – Appears to be a bit class conscious.  His long win was in the 10,000 level, but 
he was a 4th place finisher in this class last week.  Has gate speed and closing ability, so that versatility 
can certainly help him.   
 
6 – RUSTY CARTER – Has been on the ticket two straight weeks, both time as a 20-1+ longshot.  
However, both were from inside posts, and he draws a tougher spot today.  He’ll have a lot more ground 
to make up in the final quarter.   
 
7 – MAYTIME TERROR – Very sharp right now, but joins a new barn this week after a claim.  Palone stays 
with him, so he’ll likely still draw a lot of attention on the tote board.   
 
8 – REGGIE RAIDER – Raced very well last week in a closing effort with a fast final quarter despite the off 
track.  He will likely be sitting last throughout much of the mile today, so look for him to be passing 
horses late.   
 
9 – WALKS OF LIFE – He makes the race tough to handicap today.  In his most recent start, he raced 
very well, getting to the front from post 9 in 27 flat, then coming on late to get a win in 1:52.3.  
However, that was three weeks ago, and he’s coming off a scratch.  There’s no way to know how ready 
he is for today’s race.   
 

 
SELECTIONS:    9-1-3-7 

  



 
 
RACE 13 – NW 5300 PACE 
 
1 – SHOWING MY HAND – Changes classes today after a very good win in his debut for the Betts 
Stable.  Draws the rail, which isn’t the best spot for him.  If he can stay close early, he could be very 
good late.   
 
2 – STARTHIMUP – Just missed last start, when the first half went a little quicker than the final half.  He’s 
a pure closer, so he’ll need others to set fast fractions up front.  Has a good post today, so he can get 
away mid pack.  If he can draw cover, he can be very good here.   
 
3 – WARP FACTOR THREE – Finished 4th from post 9 last week, which was a pretty decent effort.  Moves 
to a much better post today, and can definitely be a factor in here.  
 
4 – RED CARPET DUDE – Finished 9th in this class last week, with a 30-second final quarter after 
returning from fair starts in Ohio and West Virginia.  He’ll likely be a longshot in here today.   
 
5 – P H KENNY – Gets another class change today.  I expected him to be much better than he’s been 
the last couple of starts, so hopefully he can turn it around soon.  He’s not out of the question, but 
doesn’t deserve to be one of the favorites on the tote board.  
 
6 – FAIRYTALE PRINCE – Has had some terrible posts lately, including a 9 post last week in his Meadows 
debut.  He didn’t show a lot, but I would expect much more out of him today.   
 
7 – LOUIE’S SO BOSSY – Made a tough first-over trip last week and tired a bit coming home.  This week, 
he’ll likely be much farther back early and will be able to move with cover, but will have a lot of traffic in 
front of him. 
 
8 – SOUTHWIND YUKON – Won in this class last week in a dead heat, pacing a strong final quarter.  
Draws a bad post today, but has plenty of gate speed, which he showed on July 21.  I think he’s going 
to go for the early lead today.   
 
9 – KNOCKING AROUND – Finished 9th last week and draws the worst post today, but is getting a class 
drop.  Has faced much tougher earlier this summer, but is not sharp right now.  The class drop could 
help spur him back to the top levels, but the post hurts.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-1-6-2-8 
 

 
 
 


